Architectural Design, comes out monthly, subscription rates are $12 for students, $18 for others or $1.20 per issue. Write to: Standard Catalogue Co. Ltd, 26 Bloomsbury Way, London WC 1A 2SB.

A well-designed magazine with photos and plans of original structures by young designers. Stress is on flexibility, transportability, and dweller as builder. Also, contains theoretical articles on shapes, forms, materials of new structures.

Communitarian, single copy $1, 6 issues (1 year) $5.50. Write to: Annex Station, Box 969, Providence, R.I. 02901.

Includes articles which describe the life of different kinds of communities, co-ops, collectives as well as theoretical articles which examine the "new age." They are merging with another group of people themselves and will be changing the name of their publication. Write to them for that information.

Environment, comes out monthly, $1 an issue. Write to: Committee for Environmental Information, 438 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63130.

A technology information magazine on the problems of our present environment: air and water pollution, their effect on us, as well as the peaceful and military uses of nuclear energy. It is presently produced by 57 professors and doctors of science.

The Foundation Journal, comes out quarterly, subscription $7. Write to: The Foundation Journal, University Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414.

Attempts to fill the gap left by the absence of the Whole Earth Catalogue, by telling "how you may get where you want to go, rather than where to go ..." A publication for making idea and action interchanges public ... what is sent in determines what is sent out. It is another fine passageway for information flow. The issue we saw contained an interview with John Platt, lists of Free Universities, an article on the New World City, how to set up a Free Medical Clinic, valuable books to discover.

Journal of Architectural Education, comes out quarterly, subscription $5.00. Write to: Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, c/o David Clark—Executive Secretary, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Scholarly and professional articles dealing with the architectural design question: how to create humanistic environmental structures. Examines the effects of built environments on behavior and outlines research methods for such examination. Also, about "redesigning architects: education, research and practice," (an article in the issue we saw).

Journal of World Education comes out monthly, students' subscriptions are $5.00 a year. Write to: Association of World Colleges and Universities, c/o George Nicklin, Treasurer, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

A small pamphlet dedicated to the ways and means of developing world educational communities. Reports on groups and institutions throughout the world who are engaged in educational experiments and using telecommunications as extending tools.

Mother's Truck Store, 6 issues a year, $1.00 an issue. Write to: Box 75, Unionville, Ohio 44088.

Catalogue and Buyers' Guide. An index of basic antique and modern synergistic tools ... from the Franklin stove, to looms and wooden toys, to Geodesic Domes. Throws in antique recipes, helpful garden hints, products you never heard of but always wanted.

Native Press, comes out every three weeks, 20¢ an issue. Write to: Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territories, Box 2338, Yellowknife, Alaska.

Reports on environmental issues, politics, local events of vital concern and interest to survival needs of the people of those territories.

Problem/Possibility Focuser, Swallow Press, 1139 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60605, price per copy 25¢, minimum order $1.

This is a new type of document designed to set down the views of a single person about an issue, and then to circulate the document to people who subscribe to the service for feedback to the originator. Once that we've seen have dealt with distribution of resources/income, the future, the young child, education. They are all of high calibre; high information value.

Science for the People, comes out bi-monthly, 50¢ an issue. Write to: SESPA, Box 59, Arlington Heights, Mass. 02175.

Each issue is put together by one of approximately 29 collectives, mainly in the U.S., reporting on the social-scientific-political environment, and pointing the direction towards positive change.

Undercurrents, comes out quarterly, subscription $2.60. Write to: 34 Cholmely Gardens, Aldred Road, London NW 6 1AG, England.

In an open folder it contains information sent in and recirculated. The material is as diverse as: uses of vacumatics as environments, "what it's like to be a worker in a Chinese factory", ways of setting up community radio stations, CATV, computer programming, science fiction. ... The low cost is attributable to their low printing costs—most articles are sent in with 1000 copies to redistribute.